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Abstract. By using developed software for solving overdetermined systems of partial 
differential equations in Reduce, we establish the complete Lie algebra of infinitesimal 
symmetries of nonlinear diffusion equations. 
Using the developed software of Gragert (1981) and Gragert et a1 (1983) to do 
differential geometric computations on the computer and of Kersten and Gragert 
(1983) to solve overdetermined systems of partial differential equations, we establish 
the complete Lie algebras of symmetries of nonlinear diffusion equations 
A( u p + ' )  + kuq = U,, (1) 
where U = U( x, y, z, t ) ,  A = a2/ax2 + a2/ay2 + a2/az2, p ,  k ,  4 E R ( p # - l ) ,  by application 
of this software to the systematic approach of Harison and Estabrook (1971) for 
determining the symmetries of partial differential equations. 
The infinitesimal symmetries of a closed ideal I in n-dimensional space, R", gener- 
ated by a set of differential forms 
a ( l ) , .  . . , a ( m ) ,  (2) 
v = v i  a / a d  (summation convention) (3) 
are vector fields 
such that 
Y"I c I ,  (4) 
where Yv denotes the Lie derivative by the vector field V (Harrison and Estabrook 
1971). 
From (4), we see that V has to satisfy 
2'v.(i)+ y ( i ,  j )  A a ( j )  = O  ( i  := 1 : m) ( 5 )  
where y(  i, j )  are suitable differential forms and y(  i, j )  A a( j )  denotes the wedge product 
of y (  i, j )  and a (  j )  summed over j. 
Let I be the differential ideal of differential forms in 
R " = { ( x ,  Y ,  2, 2, U, U,, ~ y ,  U , urt ~ x m  ~ x y ,  ~ x z  Uxr, u y y ,  ~ y r ,  U y n  U,,, U,,)) 
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generated by 
a (  1) = d u -  U, dx - uY dy - U, dZ- U, dt, 
a (2 )  = dux - U,, dx - uXy dy - U,, dz  - U,, dt, 
CY (3) = d yy - uXy dx - uYy dy - u Y z  dz  - U y ,  dt, 
( ~ ( 4 ) = d u , - ~ , , d ~ - ~ ~ ,  dy-U , dz-U,, dt, 
a ( 5 )  =du,  - u , ~  dx-  uY, dy- U,, dz - U,, dt, 
where 
U,, = -U,, - uYy - pu-'(  + U: + U: + U', ) + ( p + 1)-' U-'( U, - k U 4 ) ,  
resulting from (1). 
Now, application of the developed software (Gragert 1981, Gragert e? a1 1983) 
to ( 5 ) ,  ( 6 )  leads to an overdetermined system of 56 partial differential equations for 
the components V i  of the vector field V (3). 
Solving this system of partial differential equations (Kersten and Gragert 1983) 
leads to the final results. By inspection of the intermediate results it turns out that 
we have to distinguish ten cases leading to nine different Lie algebras of infinitesimal 
symmetries, not taking into consideration k f 0, q = 0. The results are a generalisation 
of those obtained by Branson and Steeb (1983) for dimension N = 3. 
Because the computations are rather lengthy we shall only state the final results 
in the following theorems. Details of the computation can be found in Kersten and 
Gragert (1983). 
Lemma. The nonlinear diffusion equation (1) does not admit more general Lie-contact 
symmetries than Lie-point symmetries (cf Anderson and Ibragimov ( 1979)). 
Theorem 1. For any value of p ,  k ,  q the nonlinear diffusion equation (1) admits the 
following seven infinitesimal symmetries, i.e. 
Xl =a,, x2 = a y ,  x3 =a,, x4 = a,, 
X, = xay - ya,, X, = xa, - za,, X, = yaz - za,. 
Theorem 2 ( p  = 0 ,  k = 0). The complete Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries for 
A( U )  = U, 
is spanned by 14 generators 
X, = ua,, x, = 2ta, - zua,, xl0 = 2tay - p a , ,  xll = 2ta, - zua,, 
x12 = xa, + yay + za, + 2ta,, 
Xl3= x ta ,+y taY+zta ,+ t2a ,+~u( -x2-y2-z2-6 t )a , ,  
X14 = F(x, y, z, ?)a,, satisfying the PDE A(F) = F,. 
Theorem 3 ( p = 0, k # 0, q = 1). The complete Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries 
for 
A(u) + ku = U, 
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is spanned by 14 generators, i.e. 
x, = Ma,, X, = 2ta, - zua,, xlo =2tay - p a , ,  x1 = 2ra, - zua,, 
Xl2 = xa, + yay + za, + 2ta, + 2 kuta,, 
x13 = xta, + yta,+zta, + tzar  +$u(4kt2- x 2 -  y2- z2-6t)a,, 
x14 =F(X, y, z,  t ) a u  (A(F) + kF = F,). 
Theorem 4 ( p  = 0, k # 0, q # 1). The complete Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries 
for 
A (  U )  + ku4 = U, 
is spanned by 8 generators, i.e. 
X ,  = xa, + yay + za, +2tdr -[2/(q - l)]ua,. 
Theorem 5 ( p = -$, k = 0). The complete Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries for 
A (  U ”’) = U, 
is spanned by 12 generators, i.e. 
X, = 4ta, + 5ua,, 
Xlo= ( x 2 - y 2 - z 2 ) a x + 2 ~ y a y + 2 ~ ~ a , - 5 x u a , ,  
xll = 2xya, + ( - - x 2 +  y2-  .?)a, +2yza, -5yua,, 
x12= 2 ~ t a , + 2 y z a , + ( ~ ~ - ~ ~ - y ~ ) a , - ~ ~ ~ a , .  
X g = 2 x a , + 2 y a y + 2 z a , - 5 ~ a , ,  
Theorem 6 ( p  # -:, p # 0, k = 0). The complete Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries 
for 
A (  u p + ’ )  = U, 
is spanned by 9 generators, i.e. 
X ,  = - p a ,  + ua,, X, =pxa, +pya,+pza, +2uaU. 
Theorem 7 ( p  = -2, k # 0, q = 1). The complete Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries 
for 
A (  U”’) + ku = U, 
is spanned by 12 generators, i.e. 
X ,  = e4kr/5dr + k ~ e ~ ~ ~ ’ ~ 8 ~ ,  
x,, = (2 -y2 - zZ)a, + 2xya, + 2x28, - 5xua,, 
xl, = 2xya, + (-X* + y 2 -  z2)a, + 2yza, - 5 y ~ a , ,  
X ~ ~ = ~ X Z ~ , + ~ ~ Z ~ , + ( Z * - X ~ - ~ ~ ) ~ ~ - ~ Z U ~ , .  
x, = 2xa, + 2ya, + 2za, - 5ua,, 
Theorem 8 ( p  # -4, p # 0, k # 0, q = 1). The complete Lie algebra of infinitesimal 
symmetries for 
A( u p + ’ )  + ku = U, 
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is spanned by 9 generators, i.e. 
x8 = e-pkr(a, + h a , , ) ,  x 9 = p ~ a , + p y a , + p z a Z + 2 u a , .  
Theorem 9 ( p # 0 ,  q = p + 1). The complete Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries for 
A( up+')  + kuP+' = U, 
is spanned by 8 generators, i.e. 
x8 = piat - Ma,. 
Theorem 10 ( p  # 0, p # -$, q # 1, q # d +  1). The complete Lie algebra of infinitesimal 
symmetries for 
A (  up+' )  + ku" = U, 
is spanned by 8 generators, i.e. 
X s = ( - p + q - 1 ) ( x a x  + y a y  + 28,) + 2 ( q - l ) t a , - 2 ~ a , .  
By the use of symbolic computations, we derived the complete Lie algebra of 
infinitesimal symmetries for nonlinear diffusion equations, generalising the results of 
Branson and Steeb (1983) in the case N = 3, and proved that there are no other 
Lie-contact symmetries than Lie-point symmetries. 
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